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A B S T R A C T

Context: Human values such as inclusion, privacy, and accessibility need to be considered during software
development to attract and maintain users. However, little effort has been made to study human values
consideration in software development, particularly in software development artefacts.
Objective: Issue discussion is potentially a rich source for human values analysis because it is a common place
for users and developers to share and communicate their concerns. This paper aims to investigate the extent
to which human values are discussed and whether the presence of values differs across projects.
Method: We carried out a case study to discover human values in 1,097 issues collected from three Android
projects: Signal, K-9, and Focus.
Results: We identified 20 value themes and proposed a contextualised software engineering description for
each of them. The analysis shows that privacy, freedom, usability, and efficiency were the prevalent value
themes in the issue discussions of these three projects. Meanwhile, Self-direction - Action and Security -
Personal are the common prevalent human values found in the projects. Moreover, we found that a statement
of values from the apps and their functionalities could contribute to the presence of values.
Conclusion: The results suggest that human values are present in software development artefacts, for which
automated tools can be developed to extract and classify human values from them.
. Introduction

As of September 2020, Google Play Store, one of the largest mo-
ile application stores for Android, has more than 3 million applica-
ions [1]. To stand out in the crowd, mobile application developers
eed to consider socio-technical factors besides the technical func-
ionalities of their apps. For example, research in marketing sciences
uggests that some factors such as emotional and epistemic values
e.g., curiosity, novelty, desire for knowledge) have a substantial effect
n the intention to use an application [2]. Other research indicated
hat security and familiarity significantly impact users’ trust towards
nstalling a mobile application [3]. Another study found that, among
thers, attractiveness, stability, cost, accuracy, and compatibility are
he main factors that influence users to favour a mobile application [4].
he factors influencing users’ decision to install and use mobile appli-
ations are similar to those formulated by social scientists as human
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values. Human values, or ‘something that people consider important in
life’ [5], such as privacy or hedonism, are served as ‘criteria or standards
used by a person to make a decision’ [6]. In the context of mobile
applications, a privacy-aware user may decide not to install or use
an application if the application had a history of a privacy breach.
The recent Facebook-Cambridge Analytica case is an example of how a
breach of a human value (e.g., privacy) could affect users’ decision on
using an application. In this particular case, a survey showed that 40%
of the respondents said they are either stopped or used Facebook less
than before [7].

To attract and maintain users, mobile application development
communities must pay attention to human values. However, Mougouei
et al. [8] argue it is difficult to incorporate human values into soft-
ware development. This difficulty stems from, for example, the lack
of understanding and contextualised software engineering definitions
vailable online 22 September 2021
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for human values. For this reason, we believe previous work on human
values in software chose to use existing human value models from social
sciences instead [9–14]. Unlike previous work, this study attempted to
better understand human values in software by analysing a software
development artefact as a place where human values can be discovered.

There is an idea from the literature that suggests technological
artefacts could embody human values [15]. In software engineering,
this argument is supported in previous studies that used software
development artefacts, such as issue trackers or commit messages, to
investigate some values, such as privacy [16,17], security [18–21],
accessibility [22], or energy efficiency [23,24]. While their focuses could
be related to human values, those works did not specifically discuss
them as values. Furthermore, these studies are still limited to a specific
set of values known in software engineering, leaving other remaining
human values open for further investigation. These previous studies
demonstrated that it is possible to discover human values in devel-
opment artefacts. We chose issue discussion (or Issues in GitHub)
among other development artefacts because through Issues, users and
developers can communicate their feedback, problems, and concerns
that they may have during software development1 [25,26].

In this paper, we report a case study that collected 1,097 issue
discussions from three open-source Android applications, Signal, K-9,
and Focus, to measure the presence of values during software develop-
ment and to propose contextualised software engineering descriptions
for those values. We purposely selected these applications based on
several criteria, including having a statement supporting some specific
values, to increase the chance of discovering values. We then conducted
a qualitative analysis to discover the presence of values in the issue
discussions based on the definition that we developed in our pilot study.
Based on the qualitative analysis of 1,097 issues consisting of 5,615
posts, 20 value themes were found. We also propose contextualised
software engineering description for each value theme. Further, we
observed that privacy, usability, efficiency, and freedom are commonly
prevalent in all projects. However, our analysis reveals that the values
statement and functionalities of the apps play a role in the presence
of other value themes, particularly privacy, pleasure, and sense of be-
longing across projects. Our mapping of the value themes to Schwartz’s
refined theory of basic values revealed seven out of 19 values can be
found. Among them, Self-direction - Action and Security - Personal are
commonly prevalent across projects.

Our main contributions in this paper are: (1) We identify 20 value
themes in the issue discussions of three messaging apps and their map-
ping into Schwartz’s values, (2) We provide a contextualised software
engineering description for each of the 20 discovered value themes, (3)
We create a dataset of 1,097 annotated issues consisting of 5,615 posts
and publish it [27] to be used by others to replicate, validate, or expand
our study and develop potential automated values detection tools.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follow. Section 2 presents
the theoretical background of this study. We outline our research
questions and methodology in Section 3. Section 4 reports the results
of our study. The discussions and reflections on the findings are dis-
cussed in Section 5. Section 6 describes threats to validity. Section 7
summarises related work. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper and
presents potential direction for future work.

2. Background

2.1. Human values

Human values are the ‘guiding principles of what people consider
important in life’ [5]. Values are personal beliefs and serve as crite-
ria or standards to guide the selection or evaluation of actions or
policies [6,28,29]. Human values are also known to be ‘infused with

1 https://github.com/features.
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feeling’ [6] such that a threat or support to a value could respectively
upset or excite people. For example, in the SE context, an app’s user
in an issue discussion expressed his/her dislike when the app depends
on Google Play Services. This particular user feels his independence
being threatened by the possible changes of policies from the service
provider, which is beyond the control of the app’s developers.

Human values have been studied extensively in social sciences
resulting in several proposed models in recent decades. Fig. 1 shows the
renowned human values models called Schwartz’s theory of basic val-
ues [6,30] and its refined version [31]. In the earlier model, Schwartz
categorised ten types of values (i.e., basic values), such as benevolence,
stimulation, and universalism, along with their ‘exemplary specific values
that primarily represent each value type’ [32] or value items [6], such
as privacy, freedom, and equality. In this model, human values are
arranged in a circular manner such that supporting values are adjacent
to each other while values that are conflicting are in the opposite di-
rection [6]. For example, pursuing freedom could introduce conflict to
the value of respecting tradition. Fig. 1(a) shows the Schwartz original
theory of basic values that consists of ten basic values (highlighted
in black) and each of their corresponding value items. In the newer
version of the model (Fig. 1(b)), the definition of values was refined,
resulting in 19 basic values arranged similarly.

In this study, we use Schwartz’s model as our primary source to
illustrate what human values are. We use Schwartz’s model for the fol-
lowing reasons: Firstly, Schwartz’s model has been universally assessed
in 83 countries [31]. Secondly, this model covers most values compared
to other existing human value models. [5]. Thirdly, this model has been
used in different fields such as computer science [33], data mining [34],
and software engineering [9]. These values in Schwartz’s theory are not
meant to limit the analysts in discovering values but to illustrate the
landscape of values.

2.2. Human values in SE

In acknowledging the importance of human values, some previous
works attempted to integrate values into software development. For
instance, Value-based Requirements Engineering (VBRE) was proposed
to guide human values elicitation from stakeholders in the requirements
phase [36]. Another framework from Human–Computer Interaction
(HCI) field, called Value Sensitive Design (VSD) focused on values with
ethical import in the design phase by identifying potential harms to
stakeholders [37,38]. These previous works considered a specific set
of values (e.g., values with ethical import) and addressed a specific
phase in software development phases (i.e., requirements and design).
Another notable related work by Winter et al. proposed a tool called
Values Q-Sort to measure Schwartz’s values in SE [39]. Schwartz’s
values are considered broader than ethics that do not cover things that
‘an individual, group, or wider society consider as important’ [39], such
s successful or social recognition. However, Winter et al.’s work was
ocused on characterising the values of software practitioners instead
f the presence of values related to apps from users’ perspectives.
errario et al. [9] proposed Values-first SE to address the broader
chwartz’s values in the entire development phases. This framework
aps requirements to Schwartz’s values model to build a prototype.
hen, a reflection on values is carried out from users’ feedback on
he prototype. Similar to Ferrario et al. [9], our paper considered
chwartz’s values from feedback submitted by users and contributors
n issue discussions from three open-source applications.

.3. GitHub and issue tracker

GitHub is one of the most popular collaborative coding platforms,
specially for open-source projects. GitHub not only serves as a code
epository but also as a platform for communication between software
evelopers amongst each other and between users and developers [40].
hese collaborations are captured in many of its features, such as code

https://github.com/features
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Fig. 1. The Schwartz models of basic human values: (a) the original model [32] taken from [35] and (b) the refined model taken from [31].
review and issue tracker, in the form of discussions (i.e. discussion
artefacts). These discussions are accessible via a public API provided
by GitHub. The data accessibility of GitHub, along with its popularity
among developers, attracted researchers to use it as a primary source
for software engineering studies [41].

The issue tracker in GitHub, or also known as Issues, is a place
where users can report bugs and provide feedback to the project [40].
Issue tracker also allows project maintainers to organise tasks and dis-
cuss feature requests or enhancements with other contributors [25,26].
A discussion in the issue tracker (i.e. issue discussion) comprises several
posts, initiated with the first post from a reporter (see Fig. 2). This
post is then followed by subsequent posts from contributors who can
be the project maintainers, developers, users, or the reporter itself. In
issue discussions, it is easy to observe that a developer who contributes
to the application usually also uses the app. Conversely, not all users
identified in the discussion contribute to application development.
Because issue discussions have been used as an investigation object
for values in previous works [18,19], we believe that issue discussion
is a suitable object of study to discover the extent human values are
discussed in application development.

The focus of our study is on discussions between developers and/or
users about how the application supports or violates end-users values.
We referred to this as the app-to-users perspective (in Section 3.2.2).
We did not focus on the social interaction between developers that
happens in the issues (i.e., referred to as contributor-to-contributor in
Section 3.2.2).

3. Methodology

Our overarching objective is to discover the presence of values in
software development discussions. The following research questions
guide our study:

RQ1 What values are discovered in issue discussions?

RQ2 Does the presence of values differ across projects? If so, how?

At the highest level, our case study consists of three phases: Data
Collection, Pilot Study, and Main Study (see Fig. 3). In the data collec-
tion phase, we collected issues from each project’s GitHub repository.
The pilot study consists of four steps, namely issues sampling, issues
allocation, pilot analysis, and discussion, to obtain insights for the main
study. In the main study, we sampled issues from the collected dataset
and conducted analyses to answer the research questions. The following
subsections describe the methodology phases in detail.
3

3.1. Data collection

As a case study, we decided to investigate open source Android
projects because of the following reasons:

• Open source - the software development process of these applica-
tions is publicly available in their repository.

• Android applications - as of 31 October 2020, the Android operat-
ing system has almost 73% of the mobile operating system market
share worldwide [42].

We first purposively browsed for the applications under the com-
munication category to select which projects should be investigated.
We chose applications under the communication category because
these applications tend to be used frequently and require more per-
missions than other categories [43,44]. Consequently, a discrepancy
of behaviour in the apps (e.g., breach of personal information) will
encourage users to express their concerns. Then, we reviewed each
application to find applications that fit our criteria:

• the application has a substantial number of downloads (e.g., at
least five million times)

• the application has a publicly available repository with a substan-
tial number of contributors and active community

• the application has a statement of supporting human values
(e.g., privacy, freedom, efficiency) in its homepage website to
increase our chance of discovering values

In the end, we selected Signal Private Messenger, K-9 Mail, and Firefox
Focus out of 10 applications that fit all of our criteria. We chose these
three applications because we wanted to have one app for each type of
application that we discovered in the communication category, namely,
instant messenger, email client, and web browser.

We briefly introduced these three projects as follows:

1. Signal Private Messenger (or Signal) is a privacy-oriented mes-
senger application supported by a non-profit organisation: The
Signal Foundation. This application is determined to provide
a private messenger to its users.2 Since its first public beta
release in 2010 [45], this application has evolved from only
providing encrypted SMS (formerly known as TextSecure) into
an integrated private communication application, supporting
voice and video calls on top of text messaging function. In
2015, Signal Private Messenger phased out support for encrypted

2 https://signal.org.

https://signal.org
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Fig. 2. An example of concern for values in the first post of an issue.
Fig. 3. Methodology.
SMS [46] in favour of data-based communication and support
for PC and iOS. As of 1 October 2020, this application has been
downloaded more than ten million times in the Google Play
Store. Fig. 4a shows the welcome message of the application
having a statement about privacy.

2. K-9 Mail (or K-9) is an email application supporting PGP/MIME
for private communication.3 K-9 Mail intends to provide seam-
less interaction for users to send and receive encrypted emails
[47]. As of 1 October 2020, this application has been down-
loaded more than five million times from the Google Play Store.
Fig. 4b shows the welcome message of the application showing
a statement of efficiency and a list of supported features.

3. Firefox Focus (or Focus) is a dedicated privacy browser appli-
cation provided by Mozilla. This browser has functionalities,
such as blocking advertisements and online trackers, resulting in
better performance while maintaining the privacy and security
of its users [48]. As of 1 October 2020, this application has

3 https://k9mail.github.io/documentation/security/pgpmime.html.
4

been downloaded more than five million times from the Google
Play Store. Fig. 4c shows the onboarding page of the application
showing a statement of privacy.

Among the available artefacts (e.g., code comments, README files),
we decided to explore issue discussions in these projects to answer our
research questions. Research [25,26] has shown that issues provide a
place where users, contributors, and project maintainers can propose
features, share their thoughts and knowledge, and comment on and
criticise design decisions. We wrote a script utilising github3.py library4

to collect issues from these projects’ repositories via the GitHub public
API. We collected all of the 11,928 issues consisting of 62,526 posts
from the Signal, K-9, and Focus repositories. Table 1 shows the number
of collected issues and their corresponding number of posts. These three
projects were used in both the pilot and the main study.

4 https://github3.readthedocs.io.

https://k9mail.github.io/documentation/security/pgpmime.html
https://github3.readthedocs.io
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Fig. 4. Screenshots of the applications.
Table 1
The number of issues and posts collected.

Project Repository URL # Issues # Posts

Signal https://github.com/signalapp/Signal-Android 6,899 39,580
K-9 https://github.com/k9mail/k-9 2,499 11,663
Focus https://github.com/mozilla-mobile/focus-android 2,530 11,283
Total 11,928 62,526

3.2. Pilot study

The pilot study was carried out to inform several key study design
decisions: (i) identifying the criteria to determine whether human
values are present and (ii) exploring the possibilities to discover themes
specific to software engineering that may not yet be captured in the
existing values models. This exploration was conducted because, to the
best of our knowledge, there is no statement in prior works that the
current human value models are exhaustive for software engineering
fields. However, we still need to use the concepts and definitions of
human values (i.e., Schwartz’s theory) to ensure a similar understand-
ing between the analysts involved. Fig. 5 shows how our pilot analysis
was related to Schwartz’s values. Initially, Schwartz’s theory was used
as a base for understanding human values. Then, we reflected on the
descriptions we developed for value analysis with Schwartz’s values.

3.2.1. Pilot process
The pilot study consists of four steps: issues sampling, allocating the

analysts, pilot analysis, and discussion, described as follows:
Issues sampling: We started with Signal and K-9 as they have

similar functionalities. We randomly selected 30 issues from these two
projects such that each issue has 20 posts, hence comprising 600 posts
in total.

Issues allocation: The pilot study involved six analysts (2 Females,
4 Males) ranging from Ph.D. students to an associate professor. All ana-
lysts had a reasonable understanding of human values before the study
started, and all except one had a software engineering background.
Because values are subjective concepts [49], there was a risk that the
analysts interpreted human values and their definitions differently. We
mitigated this risk by asking them to read seminal papers critically
5

(e.g., [6,31]) to ensure the analysts have a similar understanding about
the concept of human values. The analysts then were divided into five
pairs, in which a primary analyst (i.e., the first author) was paired with
the five other analysts (i.e., secondary analysts). The decision to have
a primary analyst was to overcome the limited availability of other
analysts.

Pilot analysis: Each secondary analyst was asked to analyse six
issues independently. In parallel, the primary analyst analysed all 30 is-
sues. The analysts were asked to analyse the allocated issue discussions
independently. The analysts used the open coding approach to allow
themes to emerge from the issue discussions (i.e., emerging themes). The
analysts are allowed to propose any theme as a value (i.e., value theme
in Definition 1) without strictly following any human value models.
For such cases, the analysts were required to describe their emerging
values based on the phrases they found in the issue discussions. There
was no limitation on the number of values the analysts could discover
in a discussion. The analysts were given two weeks to finish their pilot
analysis.

Discussion: Once the analysis process finished, the primary analyst
held a meeting with each of the secondary analysts. These meetings
mainly aimed to understand (i) the process and criteria employed by
the analysts to discover values and (ii) the discovered value themes
and their descriptions to develop an initial set of emerging values.
Afterwards, the primary analyst discussed all the insights collected from
these individual meetings with the other analysts to finalise the main
study design decisions.

3.2.2. Pilot results
Our pilot study uncovered two perspectives on human values anal-

ysis. The first perspective concerns the (social) interaction between
contributors (i.e., contributor-to-contributor). For instance, a contributor
was grateful to another contributor who guided them to solve an issue:
‘‘Thanks for all the effort!". The second perspective concerns how the
application supports or violates users’ values (i.e., app-to-user). This
analysis perspective could come from developers or end-users of the
app. For example, users expressed their anger when a malfunction of
the app costs him/her (i.e., wealth value): ‘‘This app is heavy on my data-
bill’’. In another example, developers expressed their concerns about
a possible privacy breach in the application: ‘‘It’s bad enough that [the

https://github.com/signalapp/Signal-Android
https://github.com/k9mail/k-9
https://github.com/mozilla-mobile/focus-android
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app] uses phone numbers plus SMS for signup as opposed to usernames plus
proof-of-work’’. Although the contributor-to-contributor perspective is
also interesting, we only focused on the app-to-user perspective in our
main study.

The pilot study led to the following observations:

PO1 Some analysts were uncertain whether a theme they found in an
issue discussion could be considered as a value (i.e., our objec-
tive). To address this, we considered a theme is a value theme if a
phrase expresses the implications to users was found, resulting in
dismay or appreciation of the app. This consideration is aligned
with a human value’s feature that explains ‘when values are
activated, they become infused with feeling such that people feel
aroused when their values are threatened’ [6]. Another literature
also proposed that ‘emotion is a source for values importance’ [50].
For instance, users posted their displeasure for a malfunction in
importing settings, preventing them from migrating the app to
another device. We considered this issue has a value theme of
portability because it fuels user dissatisfaction with the app.

PO2 All analysts were comfortable using terminologies from
Schwartz’s models for some of their themes. We expected this
to happen and decided to allow those terms to be used.

PO3 In some cases, the analysts proposed a value with similar de-
scriptions, but they adopted different terms to label them, such
as usability and convenience. We calibrated those terms using
the descriptions and examples provided by the analysts (see
Table 2).

PO4 Some emerging themes, such as efficiency and accessibility were
relevant to SE. However, these value themes could not be easily
mapped into Schwartz’s values. This observation means either
the analysts have different ways of thinking and require an extra
inference process to map these themes to Schwartz’s values, or
the themes could not be mapped at all. For example, accessi-
bility theme could be mapped to Universalism - Concern or
Benevolence - Caring in Schwartz’s refined theory. We believe
this stems from the difference in levels of abstraction between
the themes and the concept of human values. These themes
are technical, while the concept of human values is abstract.
We retain these themes and provide our suggestion of possible
mapping to human values.

We calibrated the discovered values list by mapping each theme
rom all analysts based on their similarities and corresponding exam-
6

les from the issue discussions. Then, we reached a consensus name v
or those similar terms. Table 2 shows the themes discovered by the
nalysts, the mapping between the potentially similar themes, and also
he proposed name for each value. For example, we found that there is
value term ‘convenience’ from a secondary analyst (SA4), which was

ater defined into two different terms: usability and efficiency. Based on
he discussions, we observed that, for some cases, ‘convenience’ referred
o how easy the app is for users. In another case, it referred to how
uickly users can do tasks in the app.

We developed definitions to guide values discovery in the main
tudy based on our discussion results. First, we defined how a theme
ound could be considered as a value theme:

efinition 1 (Value Theme). A theme that emerges from issue discus-
ions can be considered a value theme if the theme captures a response
f dismay or appreciation by a contributor towards the app.

As an example for Definition 1, a contributor reported that ‘‘... a
obile search (without server) using a single word query on 200 email
akes more than a minute and k9 freezes and screen goes black, . . . this is
xtremely annoying ". In this example, we analysed that the contributor
alues efficiency such that the slow search annoyed this contributor.

Afterwards, we define when a value theme is present in issue
iscussions as follows:

efinition 2 (Value Theme Presence). A value theme is present when a
heme from Definition 1 is discovered in issue discussions.

For example, contributors posted their opinion, ‘‘I dislike this be-
ause it is reliant on additional apps and resources". Based on Defini-
ion 2, we considered that value theme is present in this phrase because
he value theme of independence found in the phrase.

Regarding the decision for the analysis method for the main study,
e found that several value themes, such as usability and efficiency were
iscovered in issue discussions. These themes are not easily mapped
o Schwartz’s values in our discussions. For this reason, we decided to
eep using open coding in the main study.

.3. Main study

In the main study, we analysed issue discussions to discover human
alues using the definitions developed in the pilot study. Besides that,
e also used themes found during the pilot study as an initial set of

alue themes (see Table 2). However, we did not limit our main study
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Table 2
The mapping of values discovered in the pilot study.
PA SA1 SA2 SA3 SA4 SA5 Proposed

Accordance – – Conformity-Rules – – Conformity
Pleasure – – Pleasure – Pleasure Pleasure
– – – Universalism-Tolerance – – Inclusiveness
Freedom Freedom – – Freedom – Freedom
– – – – – Independence Independence
Financial – – – – Wealth Wealth
Privacy Privacy – – – Privacy Privacy
Security Security – Security Security Security Security
Secrecy – – – – – Secrecy
Trust – – – – – Trust
– – – – – Accuracy Correctness
Compatibility – – – – – Compatibility
Financial – Sustainability – – – Longevity
Efficiency – – – Convenience Intelligent Efficiency
Usability Usability – Usability Convenience – Usability
Accessibility – – Universalism-Concern – – Accessibility
Transparency Transparency Transparency – – – Transparency
– – – Humility – – Humility
– – – – – Healthy Healthy

PA: Primary Analyst; SA#: Secondary Analyst.
able 3
he number of issues for the main study.
Project # Sampled issues # Sampled posts

Signal 364 2,233
K-9 333 1,541
Focus 400 1,841
Total 1,097 5,615

only to this set and allowed new value themes to emerge from the
issues. For the main study, we also included another app, Focus, which
has different functionalities to Signal and K-9. We randomly sampled
1,097 issues consisting of 5,615 posts from these three projects. This
number of issues corresponds to a sample that gives a 95% confidence
level and 5% confidence interval. Table 3 shows the number of issues
and posts analysed in the main study from each project.

3.3.1. Analysis for RQ1
To answer RQ1, i.e., what values are discovered in issue discussions,

we conducted a qualitative analysis using open coding with constant
comparisons. Using the constant comparison method, newly found
themes are constantly compared to the previously found themes [51].
We used constant comparison to refine the descriptions and ensure the
consistency of value themes that we found. To compare our findings
with the existing theory, we then mapped the themes that we found
in the empirical analysis with the theory of Schwartz’s refined value
model. Fig. 6 shows the relation between Schwartz’s values and our
main study. This picture shows that we mapped the themes that we
found with Schwartz’s refined theory of basic values.

During the qualitative analysis, there was a limitation in terms
of the availability of the analysts. To overcome this, we divided the
analysis process into two phases, namely values discovery followed by
validation and adjustment. The values discovery phase was conducted
by the primary analyst in the pilot study. In the next phase, three
validators were employed to validate a subset of the primary analyst’s
analysis results. The details of each phase are explained as follows:

Values Discovery. In this phase, the primary analyst analysed
issue discussions for value themes. The primary analyst was allowed
to propose any value themes without having to strictly refer to the
initial set of themes from the pilot study. For each value theme found,
the analyst formulated a description from phrases found in the issue
discussions. Similar to the pilot study, we did not limit the number of
value themes to be found in an issue discussion. Then, the primary
analyst attempted to map each theme found to human values from
Schwartz’s refined value model. This model was chosen because it has
7

a finer distinction of each value than the previous model [31]. It took
approximately two months for the primary analyst to complete this
phase.

Values Validation and Adjustment. Once the values discovery
phase finished, a validation was conducted on the analysis result. The
validators ranged from research fellows to a professor. All of them
had backgrounds in software engineering. Two of the validators were
involved in the pilot study. A new validator was introduced to address
possible bias in the validation due to the previous involvement in the
pilot study. The new validator was also asked to study literature on
human values prior to the validation.

To obtain a significant sample for the validation, we randomly sam-
pled the issues analysed in the previous step using a confidence level
of 95% with a 5% margin of errors resulting in 349 issues consisting
of 1,976 posts. The first, second, and third validators were allocated
150, 100, and 99 issues, respectively. This allocation scheme was based
on the time availability of the validators. The validators were asked to
review each assigned issue. They had to indicate whether they agreed
or disagreed with the primary analyst’s analysis and provide comments.
The validators were given two weeks to complete the validation.

At the end of the validation process, the primary analyst held
a meeting with each validator. Before the meeting, the agreement
between the validators and the analyst was 72%. After the meeting, the
agreement reached 89%. The primary sources of disagreements were as
follows:

• Refinements to the definition of the emerging values. The validators
proposed several refinements to the descriptions of existing val-
ues based on their findings. For example, a validator found a
conversation in issue discussions, indicating that users still need
help from a contributor to configure the app if they change their
phone. A validator then proposed to broaden the description
of independence by adding ‘relying on someone else’ to cover the
issue. These refinements were agreed upon by the analyst and the
validators.

• Different inference process in the analysis. A validator proposed to
include themes relevant to human values that are not directly
relevant, i.e., requires some steps of inference. For example, a
user reported that in Android Auto, the app displayed only the
latest message from a contact, not the complete messages. The
validator proposed a value of ‘helpful’ based on the reasoning that
displaying all messages from contact is more helpful to a user.

Once the validation finished, the primary analyst updated the fi-
nal labelling for 349 issues. The primary analyst then revisited the
remaining 748 issues and made adjustments based on the validation
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and adjustment phase insights. It took approximately three weeks for
the primary analyst to adjust the dataset. We used this analysis result
to answer the first research question.

3.3.2. Analysis for RQ2
For RQ2, we used the analysed dataset of qualitative analysis for

RQ1. To answer the first part of RQ2, i.e., does the presence of values
differs across projects, we conducted a quantitative analysis to obtain
the number of issues where values are present in each project. Because
the number of analysed issues differed for each project, we performed
the analysis using the percentage of issues where values are present on
each project instead of the number of issues.

To answer RQ2, we first identified and compared which values were
more prevalent in each project. Afterwards, we compared the presence
of values across projects. To this end, we identified which values
have a substantial difference of presence across projects, followed by
a qualitative analysis to comprehend the nature of their corresponding
issue discussions and if they are different across projects.

4. Results

In this section, we describe the result of our analysis following the
research questions:

RQ1 What values are discovered in issue discussions?
RQ2 Does the presence of values differ across projects? If so, how?

4.1. RQ1: values discovered

In the analysis of the three applications (Signal, K-9, and Focus),
we discovered 20 value themes. Among them, 15 themes were the same
value themes as identified in the pilot study. The remaining five themes
emerged in the main study. We mapped these 20 themes to Schwartz’s
values as depicted in Fig. 6. We found ten of them could be mapped
directly to Schwartz’s values (i.e., human value themes). Meanwhile, the
other ten themes were technical and required an extra step of inference
to Schwartz’s values or could not be mapped (see PO4 in Section 3.2.2).
We referred to such themes as system value themes, as they are important
8

for users when using the application (or system–human interaction). t
4.1.1. Human value themes
We discovered ten themes that could be mapped to Schwartz values.

Table 4 presents these themes, their description, and their mapping
to Schwartz’s refined theory of basic values [31]. The description of
each theme is conceptualised from the issue discussion and represents
how its corresponding human value could be manifested in software
development. Conformity is about how an application follows the rules,
egulations, guidelines, or standard practices. For example, we found a
ignal’s user who complained about the displayed text that did not align
ith the Android design guidelines. This theme could be mapped into
onformity - Rules in Schwartz. Pleasure promote the enjoyment of
sing the application. For instance, a contributor believed that emojis
n Signal is amusing: ‘‘I do not see what you are complaining about, it
emojis] is a fun feature’’. Pleasure has a similar concept with Hedo-
nism in Schwartz’s. Dignity, which can be mapped to Face, is about
maintaining honour and respect for users while using the application.
For example, we found a user reported, ‘‘I have been in a huge fight with
the Vodafone customer service, called them at least 10 times, have ruined
their shop over here in Germany, write multiple heavy complaints to them
and was really upset - until my girlfriend noticed that this Issue appeared
since we have been using [the app]’’. Inclusiveness ensure anyone with
diverse backgrounds could use the application. This theme could be
mapped to Universalism - Concern. Inclusiveness in an application
could manifest as user interface translation or other regional specific
settings such as a right-to-left layout to support the Arabic language.
Sense of belonging is about how users can connect and interact with
their peers through the application. This theme could be mapped to
Security - Personal. As an example for this theme, we found a user of
Signal complained, ‘‘I have been invited to a group of friends and I have
not received invite or messages’’.

The following two themes, freedom and independence, similarly could
e mapped into Self-direction - Action, but they are somewhat dif-
erent. Freedom is about providing options for users. The following
ost, ‘‘people are being forced to register with TextSecure [Signal] Message
erver based in the USA’’, demonstrated the lack of options becomes a
hreat to freedom. On the other hand, independence emphasises not
eing influenced or dependent on any third parties. As an example, we
ound a contributor of K-9 dislike the idea to add a third-party spam
iltering because ‘‘it is reliant on additional apps and resources’’. The value
heme of Wealth could be mapped to Power - Resources. It relates to

he monetary cost needed to use an application. For instance, a user
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Table 4
Human value themes discovered in issue discussions.
No.Value Theme Human value* Description

1 Conformity Conformity - Rules Follow rules, regulations, guidelines, or standard practices
during the application development

2 Pleasure Hedonism Promote enjoyment and satisfaction while using the
application

3 Dignity Face Maintain the honour and respect for users
4 Inclusiveness Universalism - Concern Facilitate different origins, languages, cultures, and level of

knowledge in the application
5 Sense of belonging Security - Personal Connection and interaction between users
6 Freedom Self-direction - Action Options for user preferences
7 Independence Self-direction - Action Little or no reliance on any third parties in the use of an

application
8 Wealth Power - Resources Monetary costs of using the application
9 Privacy Self-direction - Action Protection of personal information
10 Security Security - Personal Protection against threats and attacks from foreign entities

*Mapping result of the value theme to Schwartz’s refined theory of basic values [31].
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able 5
ystem value themes discovered in issue discussions.
No. Value Theme Description

1 Trust Compelling users that an application is harmless
2 Correctness The application provides expected information and behaviour
3 Compatibility Support a range of user devices and systems
4 Portability Migratable to other devices
5 Reliability Less occurrence of application’s failures
6 Efficiency Less time and effort when conducting tasks in an application
7 Energy

Preservation
Less use of power or energy

8 Usability Ease of use of the application
9 Accessibility Ease of access in regards to information or functionalities in

the application, especially for users with special needs
10 Longevity Prolonged availability of the application in the future

was found complained about the way K-9 fetching email could result
in ‘‘heavy on my data bill’’. The last theme in this category, privacy,
could be mapped into Self-direction - Action. Privacy, which is about
protecting personal information, also becomes the centre of attention in
software development lately. For example, K-9’s contributors discussed
the possibility of supporting network proxy to enhance users’ privacy.
Security concerns with protecting users against threats or attacks from
foreign entities. This security description is more technical and slightly
more narrow than a similar concept in Schwartz’s theory. The theory
defines security as ‘‘avoiding danger and feeling cared about’’ (i.e., per-
onal security) and ‘‘social order and government stability’’ (i.e., societal
ecurity) [31]. In this case, we believed that the security theme that we
ound was more suitable to be mapped to Security - Personal.

Based on the mapping of these human value themes into Schwartz’s
refined model [31] in Table 4, we discovered seven out of 19 values.
Two of those seven values, namely Security - Personal and Self-direction
- Action, corresponded to more than one discovered theme. Security
- Personal corresponded with security and sense of belonging. Mean-
while, Self-direction - Action is found to correspond with freedom,
independence, and privacy. The remaining human value corresponded
with one discovered theme each.

4.1.2. System value themes
We discovered ten themes that matter for users but require an

extra inference to be mapped to Schwartz’s values. We placed them
into a different category and referred to them as system value themes.
Table 5 presents the system value themes discovered along with their
description.

Trust indicates how an application convinces users that it is harm-
less. For instance, contributors of K-9 raised their concern in the
following post: ‘‘if one doesn’t trust K-9 to behave, there’s no hope’’.
Correctness, compatibility, portability, reliability, and efficiency are related
to the quality attributes of software [52]. We found evidence that these
9

themes could affect users. Correctness aligns information or behaviour
of the app with users’ expectations. For instance, Signal’s users reported
that pressing their own message showed the recipient’s number instead
of their number. Compatibility relates to support of an app to various
devices and internal systems. For example, some users of K-9 reported
application crashes after they updated their systems. Portability allows
users to migrate their data and configurations in the app from one
device to another. For instance, the following comment in a Signal
discussion reflects a case where users cannot change their device to
use the app: ‘‘Currently there is no way to change the phone without
losing existing data’’. Reliability concerns the stability of the app during
use. As an example, the lack of reliability encourage a user to report,
‘‘Unfortunately, that’s all I have... :/ I tested a bit, and it seems to crash at
random positions. Not the same post every time, not the same type of post ".
Efficiency can be associated with the time and effort needed to perform
tasks in the app. For example, a user of Signal pointed out how the low
performance of the app could discourage users, ‘‘... group chat isn’t even
that fast, and this is discouraging my friends a lot. Energy preservation is
imilar to efficiency but in terms of energy usage. We separated energy
reservation because we found many discussions demonstrating users’
oncerns about how the app drained their devices’ power. For instance,
K-9 user reported how the app is ‘‘eating ’’ his battery when there is

o network connection.
Accessibility and usability have a similar characteristic in terms of

ow easy users can use the app. The difference is that accessibility is
elated to accessing information and features, especially for disabled
sers. The lack of accessibility support in the app made a K-9 user
entioned, ‘‘It probably also makes the app much harder or even impossible
o use with accessibility services". Meanwhile, usability concerned with the
ase of use of the app. For instance, a K-9 user complained, ‘‘mail view
hould remember the scrolled position ... This is a tiny usability thing, but I
hink I would make a big difference". Lastly, longevity ensures the future

development and use of the app. For example, a contributor reminds
the forum: ‘‘Be aware, that 95% of other users will have lost their backups
because you removed support for external SD cards."

As we have explained, these system value themes could not be easily
mapped into Schwartz’s values. Nevertheless, based on the empirical
findings that we have, we attempted to map these themes to Schwartz’s
values. Table 6 shows our working mapping between system value
themes and Schwartz’s values. Our theme of trust could be loosely
mapped to Conformity - Interpersonal with the similarity of objective
in avoiding harm to others. The compatibility theme could be mapped
to Power - Resources in terms of how devices (i.e., resources) are
supported by the application. For portability theme, we could map it to
Self-direction - Action in terms of how the application should allow
users to migrate to other devices. Portability could also be mapped
to Power - Resources in terms of its relation with devices as the
resource. The themes of efficiency and energy preservation both could be
mapped to Power - Resources. We thought both themes are related to
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Table 6
The mapping between system value themes and human values in the context of the
three projects.

No. Value theme Human values

1 Trust Conformity - Interpersonal
2 Correctness –
3 Compatibility Power - Resources
4 Portability Self-direction - Action, Power - Resources
5 Reliability –
6 Efficiency Power - Resources
7 Energy Preservation Power - Resources
8 Usability Benevolence - Caring
9 Accessibility Benevolence - Caring, Universalism - Concern
10 Longevity Security - Personal

resources management, namely time and energy. The theme of usability
nd accessibility could be mapped to Benevolence - Caring because
hey are about supporting users in using the application. Additionally,
ccessibility could also be mapped to Universalism - Concern because
his theme also aimed to support users with special needs. Longevity
ould be mapped to Security - Personal because it is related to
ssurance to users that the application will be available in the future.
e could not find any Schwartz’s values that suitable for the correctness

nd reliability themes. These mapping between system value themes
nd human values are limited to the context of our three projects under
tudy.

RQ1 Summary: We discovered 20 value themes in issue discus-
sions and described each of them. The themes can be broadly
classified into two groups:
(a) Ten value themes, including conformity, pleasure, dignity,

inclusiveness, sense of belonging, freedom, independence,
wealth, privacy, and security have a corresponding concept
in Schwartz’s refined theory of basic values

(b) Ten other value themes could not be directly mapped into
Schwartz’s values: trust, correctness, compatibility, porta-
bility, reliability, efficiency, energy preservation, usability,
accessibility, and longevity

We also found seven out of 19 values from Schwartz’s refined
model corresponded to the discovered human value themes, namely
Self-direction - Action, Security - Personal, Hedonism, Univer-
salism - Concern, Power - Resources, Conformity - Rules, and
Face.

4.2. RQ2: The presence of values across projects

4.2.1. Value themes across projects
As shown in Fig. 7(a), value themes were present in 33% of the

sampled issues constructed from all three projects. If we break it down
to each project, Signal has the most issues where value themes were
present: 163 out of 364 issues or 45% (Fig. 7(b)). It is followed by K-9,
in which 31% of issues (102 out of 333 issues) contained value themes
(Fig. 7(c)). The project with the least presence of value themes is Focus
with 25% or 102 out of 400 issues (Fig. 7(d)).

Table 7 shows the presence of value themes in each project. For
human value themes, in Signal the top three most prevalent themes
were privacy, security, and freedom. Aside from these three themes, the
ther remaining human value themes were relatively higher than other
rojects. The top three most prevalent human value themes in K-9
ere similar to those in Signal. However, sense of belonging was not

present in K-9. Meanwhile, Focus also has a similar top three most
prevalent themes with Signal and K-9 except for inclusiveness which was
more prevalent than security. Two human value themes, namely sense
of belonging and dignity were not present in Focus at all.
10
Table 7
Percentage (%) of value theme occurrences.

Category Value theme Signal K-9 Focus

Human Value Theme

Conformity 2.20 0.90 2.00
Pleasure 3.57 0.30 0.25
Dignity 1.37 0.90 0
Inclusiveness 2.75 1.20 *3.00
Sense of belonging 3.30 0 0
Freedom *6.32 *2.40 *4.00
Independence 2.47 1.20 2.25
Wealth 2.47 0.60 0.50
Privacy *9.07 *2.10 *8.75
Security *4.95 *6.61 2.25

System Value Theme

Trust 1.37 0.30 1.00
Correctness *2.20 0.90 0.50
Compatibility 1.37 0.90 0.25
Portability 1.10 0.30 0
Reliability 0.27 0.30 0.50
Efficiency *7.42 *5.11 *3.75
Energy Preservation 1.65 *2.10 0.75
Usability *13.19 *11.71 *8.75
Accessibility 1.10 0.60 *1.75
Longevity 1.10 0 0.25

*Denotes top three most prevalent themes of each category in each project.

For system value themes, Table 7 shows that in Signal, the top three
most prevalent themes were usability, efficiency, and correctness. The
top three most prevalent system value themes in K-9 were similar with
the themes in Signal, except for energy preservation which was more
prevalent than correctness. Longevity theme was not found in K-9. Focus
also had similar prevalent system value themes with the other two
projects except for accessibility which was more prevalent after usability
and efficiency. Unlike the other two projects, the theme of portability
was not found in Focus.

Fig. 8 makes it clear that the presence of privacy in Signal and Focus
is substantially higher than in K-9. We observed that Signal and Focus
contributors provided more attention to privacy-related functionalities
provided by the apps, such as private messaging in Signal or private
browsing in Focus. For example, a contributor of Focus reminded how
an implemented functionality might not be appropriate by saying, ‘‘...
something that feels less appropriate for a privacy-centred app’’. This
finding is aligned with our expectations since both Signal and Focus
have a strong statement of privacy.

Besides privacy, Fig. 8 shows that pleasure was also present sub-
stantially higher in Signal than in K-9 and Focus. We realised that
users of Signal caused this as they demanded the application to be
enjoyable to use. We observed many requests related to the app’s
look and feel (e.g., themes and colours) and support for individual’s
expressions (e.g., multimedia and emojis). For instance, Signal’s user
suggested having the functionality to colour incoming messages based
on its authors for the following reason: ‘‘People love to customize their
stuff, and many are [quite] emotional regarding colors".

Sense of belonging was only discovered in Signal. We found that all
the discussions about this value came from the messaging functionality,
especially group messaging, where it became personal to users. For
example, a user expressed his/her dissatisfaction, ‘‘I’m just dismayed
at the effort I put into pushing my whole family & all my friends to use it
[Signal] & now I can’t keep it working".

Similar to sense of belonging, some themes were also not discovered
in K-9 (e.g., longevity) and Focus (e.g., dignity, portability, and secrecy).

owever, the presence of these themes was low (below 2%) in the other
rojects. The other remaining themes’ presence was not substantially
ifferent (less than 2% difference) across the three projects.

.2.2. Human values across projects
The presence of seven values from Schwartz’s refined model based

n the mapping of the human value themes are shown in Table 8. In
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Fig. 7. The presence of values in issue discussions.
Table 8
Percentage (%) of human values occurrence.

No. Human value Signal K-9 Focus

1 Self-direction - Action 14.56 4.20 11.00
2 Security - Personal 7.97 6.61 2.25
3 Hedonism 3.57 0.30 0.25
4 Universalism - Concern 2.75 1.20 3.00
5 Power - Resources 2.47 0.60 0.50
6 Conformity - Rules 2.20 0.90 2.00
7 Face 1.37 0.90 0

this section, we did not consider our working mapping between system
value themes and human values in Table 6. Self-direction - Action is
prevalent in both Signal and Focus. We found that the discussions in
issues of Signal and Focus were mainly about privacy and the freedom-
related functionalities provided in both applications. Meanwhile, the
most prevalent value present in K-9 is Security - Personal. This is in
line with the focus of K-9 as a secure mail client application.

The presence of other values in Signal is relatively high (more than
1%). Meanwhile, the values that present more than 1% of K-9 issues are
Security - Personal, Self-direction - Action, and Universalism - Concern.
In Focus, values that present in more than 1% of the issues are Self-
direction - Action, Universalism - Concern, Security - Personal, and
Conformity - Rules. The value of Face was not found in Focus. We found
this is because Focus is somewhat more general and personal (e.g., not
used to communicate with other people).
11
RQ2 Summary: Our analysis shows that almost one-third of
the studied issues in Signal, K-9, and Focus apps include discus-
sions where value themes can be found. The common prevalent
human value themes across projects are privacy and freedom,
while the common prevalent system value themes are usability
and efficiency. However, the value themes of privacy, pleasure,
and sense of belonging, were not evenly present across these apps,
which can likely be attributed to the apps’ values statement and
functionalities. Based on the mapping of human value themes to a
human value model, we found Self-direction - Action and Security
- Personal as the most prevalent values in the three applications.

5. Discussion

5.1. Human values are present in issue discussions

The presence of values in design artefacts has been theorised in
general. Our results contribute empirical evidence that human values
are indeed found in software development repositories and, in partic-
ular, which values can be found in issue discussions. Our pilot study
identified two distinctive perspectives of value themes from issue dis-
cussions: contributor-to-contributor and app-to user (see Section 3.2.2).
Our study focused on the app-to-user perspective by analysing project
contributors’ concerns and opinions as found in issue discussions. This
perspective has allowed us some insights into how and to what extent
project contributors concern about human values while developing soft-

ware applications. Using this approach, we discovered 20 value themes
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nd formulated their descriptions based on a qualitative analysis of
,615 posts from three projects. We found that the examples we found
n issue discussions for the themes are similar to the concept of value
nstantiation [50,53,54]. Value instantiation is defined as ‘‘the represen-
ation of values in specific situations, issues, or behaviours’’ [50,54]. In our
ase, discussions in issues provide a representation of human values in
oftware engineering contexts.

Among 20 value themes that we found, ten of them could be
apped into seven out of 19 values from Schwartz’s refined model.
he other ten themes are technical such that mapping these themes
o human values require an extra step of inference. Our attempt to
apping the system value themes to human values is presented in
able 6. These findings confirm the much earlier opinion that techno-

ogical artefacts could contain human values [15]. Specifically, these
indings are in line with previous works [16–24] that discovered values
n software development artefacts. These results indicate that other
rtefacts, such as source codes, information about commits, README
iles, etc., might be potential places to find and discuss human values.
12

e argue that further research is needed to explore such software e
rtefacts to understand the extent to human values may appear in these
rtefacts. Future research should also investigate the difficulty level of
dentifying human values in each software artefact.

.2. The prevalence of human values in software engineering

The refined Schwartz’s model [31], as the refinement of the most
idely used model in social sciences [6], includes 19 values. In this

tudy, only seven of those 19 values are found in our case study’s issue
iscussions (Table 8). This result is in line with the previous work [11]
hich discovered that 60% of Schwartz’s value items (35 out of 58
alue items) were not found in software engineering publications. This
ould mean some values are still under-represented in both research
nd practice, and thus further research is needed. For example, further
esearch can investigate the reasons behind this under-representation
e.g., software practitioners are unfamiliar with these values). Another
ine of research can be conducted to investigate how to support those
alues in software engineering, e.g., provide a contextualised software

ngineering definition for these under-represented values.
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5.3. Human values definitions for software engineering

To the best of our knowledge, there are no human value mod-
els developed exclusively for software engineering. Notable work in
Human–Computer Interaction (HCI) field called Value Sensitive Design
(VSD) defines a subset of values that have ethical imports [55] could
be somehow transferred into SE. However, social sciences’ definition
of human values are much broader by including ‘what an individual,
group or wider society believe to be important’ [39], such as public image
or achievement.

The lack of practical definitions for the broader human values in the
SE context was argued by Mougouei et al. [8] as one reason why soft-
ware engineering practices have not entirely successful in integrating
human values in software. Previous works have attempted to address
this issue using existing models from social sciences as a starting point.
For example, some previous works chose to use Schwartz’s model [8–
12] because of its extensiveness in comparison with other models.
Nevertheless, these models still need to be adapted for the SE context.
This adaptation is necessary because of the possible ‘differences in
the meaning and interpretation of values in different contexts’ [11]. For
instance, our findings of security in the software engineering context
have a limited scope within the app, unlike the definition of security
in Schwartz’s model, which encompasses the whole society [6]. We
contributed towards the lack of practical human values definitions
for software engineering by proposing descriptions of human values
from issue discussions. Although the descriptions can still be developed
further, we argue that these initial descriptions can empower software
practitioners to consider human values in their software engineering
practices. For instance, if some users have concerns regarding the in-
dependence of an application, the application developers may respond
by considering to what extent they want to use third-party services. We
realise that some of the themes that we discovered, especially those that
are well-known in SE, such as efficiency or usability, may already have
defined in SE. In this case, future work can compare our descriptions
from the empirical study of issue discussions with their definitions in
SE literature. We also believe that future research is still necessary to
investigate how these definitions can help incorporate human values in
software engineering.

5.4. Human values and non-functional requirements

One may argue that the system value themes that we found (Sec-
tion 4.1.2), such as efficiency and usability, are similar to non-functional
requirements (NFRs). The NFRs are usually related to quality prop-
erties, characteristics, or attributes of software [52,56,57]. On the
relation between NFRs and human values, Barn [57] conducted a meta-
review of NFRs and found no reference for values. Barn concluded that
‘either value are systematically ignored in the practice of NFRs elicitation or
value may not be NFR’ [57]. Our definition of human values presence
(Definition 2) and findings enable us to argue that values are similar
to NFRs in terms of concerns a user or a contributor may have towards
an application. However, we believe that they have a much broader
sense, which includes non-technical requirements. In other words, we
argue that NFRs can be seen as a subset of human values. In this sense,
we agree with Barn’s proposal of utilising NFR frameworks to help
integrate values into software [57].

5.5. Factors that influence value presence

Our empirical study found that 33% of the discussions investigated
in the three projects include at least one value theme. Among those,
value themes appeared more in Signal, followed by K-9, then Focus.
Our observation shows that at least two factors could explain these
differences. Firstly, the functionality provided by an application could
inspire discussions about a specific value theme. For instance, function-
alities such as voice calls and group chat in Signal could trigger the
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discussions of pleasure and sense of belonging. This finding is in line with
a previous study [58] that argues different app categories have different
types of NFRs. On the other hand, this also means that the list of value
themes we discovered may not be exhaustive. There might be other
value themes discussed during software development that we did not
discover but present in other projects that have different functionalities.
For instance, we did not find any themes that correspond to some values
in Schwartz models (Fig. 1), such as stimulation or achievement, which

ay appear in different software categories, such as computer games
r educational applications [59–61].

The second factor that we found is the emphasis on specific values
i.e., values statement) supported by an application. We observed that
his statement instigates a higher expectation of the values from the
pp’s users and contributors. For example, we discovered that Signal
nd Focus contributors frequently attempted to bring their privacy con-
erns in the discussions (see Section 4.2). These findings indicate that
n app’s functionalities and values statements can influence the values
resent in the discussions. We argue the need for further research
o investigate the dedication and functionalities of an app as factors
nfluencing the presence of human values.

.6. Towards the development of an automated detection tool

The abundance of software development data in GitHub makes com-
lete manual analysis of human values infeasible. Previous works [62,
3] have proposed automated techniques to analyse various aspects of
oftware development from a vast amount of GitHub data. To the best
f our knowledge, no automated tool exists to analyse the presence of
alue themes except for those well-known in SE in software develop-
ent, such as privacy [64], security [18,19], or energy preservation [23].
his study can serve as an initial step to inform the future development
f automated techniques. We argue that AI-based approaches (e.g., ma-
hine learning approaches) can be leveraged to detect issue discussions
hat include human values. Furthermore, such AI-based approaches can
dentify which human values are pointed out in issue discussions. For
his purpose, the manually analysed discussions from this study [27]
an be used in future research as a dataset to develop such automated
pproaches. Our criteria to discover value themes seem to correspond
ith the relation between human values and sentiment or emotion. For
xample, literature in social sciences believes that values are infused
ith feeling [6] and ‘emotion is a source for values importance’ [50]. For

his reason, one can suggest using sentiment analysis or the presence
f emotions to identify the presence of a particular value. Future work
ould consider utilising sentiment analysis, as demonstrated in previous
ork [65–68] to better identify values in discussions.

An automation of values discovery in issue discussions can help
takeholders on the development side, such as product owners or
evelopers, to gain insight into values that are important to users. For
oftware practitioners, an automated tool can inform the value impli-
ations an issue can have. Thus, software practitioners can prioritise
ssues based on the values discovered. Applying the tool in the repos-
tories will allow product owners to track the occurrence of values in
ssues across development phases. This application enables monitoring
f whether values are discussed sufficiently early in development. From
software testing perspective, testers can pay more attention to those

ssues where values are discussed.

. Threats to validity

A threat to construct validity comes from the definition of human
alues that have not been tested in software engineering. At the same
ime, there are also no theoretical considerations to believe that this
efinition does not transfer to SE. We mitigated this by not limiting
he analysts only to consider Schwartz’s basic values but also to provide
escriptions of how the values look like in SE. All the persons involved
n the analysis had a basic understanding of values theory. Moreover,
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the values discovered in both the pilot and main study were validated
and discussed to ensure there was no divergence of definitions across
the analysts.

A threat to internal validity comes from the analysis process to
iscover values and the involvement of a single analyst in the main
tudy. Although this can help increase the consistency of findings [69],
he understanding of values and the subjectivity of the primary analyst
ay have affected the discovery of values. This issue was mitigated

y performing a pilot study using an open coding approach used in
ther similar work [63,70] involving the primary analyst and five other
nalysts. In the main study, the primary analyst used the criteria and
onsidered the initial values from the pilot study. Furthermore, three
alidators assessed and validated the primary analyst’s results. Another
ossible threat to internal validity may come from the use of issue

discussions as a single data source that may make the intention of an
issue reporter not clear for the analysis. To mitigate this threat, we
analysed the whole thread of the issue as the analysis unit. We argue
that a thread of issue could provide a decent amount of information
about contributors’ concerns. The rationale behind this comes from
the nature of the issue discussion, where contributors will ask for
clarification from the reporter.

A threat to external validity arises from the limited number of
projects we selected. All projects involved have a substantial number
of issues, but we accept that the results may not be generalised to other
projects. Due to our limitation, we only analysed a random portion of
all the issues. We accept the possibility that the results may differ if
we consider all the issues. Still, we mitigated this by using a statistical
technique used in other similar work [71–73] to obtain a significant
sample size.

7. Related work

7.1. Human values in discussion artefacts

Developer discussions have become an object study that may relate
to some values, such as security and energy preservation. For example,
Alqahtani and Rilling [18] propose an approach to discover and tag
security concepts in open source issue reports. Another study investi-
gated commit messages to understand how developers address energy
consumption in Android applications [23]. Although related, these pre-
vious works may not discuss security and energy preservation as values.
Even if we presume that these previous works considered values, only
a limited number of values were discussed. In this study, we perceived
those aspects as values and not limiting ourselves to specific values by
including any human values found in developer discussions.

Emotions are considered as a motivational domain to pleasure value
n the early version of the Schwartz values model [30]. Emotions are
lso considered as a source for values importance [50]. The presence
f emotions has also become an object study in developer’s discussions.
or example, Ortu et al. [65] provided a manually labelled dataset of
eveloper’s emotions in issue comments. Another example, Werder and
rinkkemper [66] developed a tool to extract emotions from developer
iscussions in commits, pull requests, and issues from GitHub. Simi-
arly, Ding et al. [67] developed a tool based to discover emotions
n terms of developers’ sentiment in issue comments. Another study
nvestigated emotions identified in security discussions from commits
nd pull requests [68]. Those previous studies of emotions focused
n developers’ values in terms of how developers behave and interact
uring application development. The previous works’ perspective is
uite different from the perspective that we used. In this study, we used
he app-to-user perspective that captures the users’ concerns towards
he application. Even though the perspective is different, the techniques
resented in previous works on emotion detection have the potential to
e utilised and extended to develop automated tools for the detection
14

f human values.
7.2. Text analysis for human values

Analysis of human values has also been conducted on text doc-
uments. For example, Cheng et al. [74] analysed the Net neutrality
debate to identify the values of each stakeholder involved. Their sub-
sequent work [75] then emphasised how two values, namely wealth
and innovation, are presents on the opposite side of the debate. An-
other study analysed human values in social media texts (i.e. Twitter)
responding to several controversial topics and discovered how those
values are expressed in this informal communications [76]. Similarly,
Koepfler et al. [77] utilised frame analysis to discover human values in
social media debates. Another recent work, Perera et al. [11] classified
1,350 publications in top SE venues to determine if a publication is
addressing values or not. These previous works support the possibility
to analyse text documents for human values. However, to the best of
our knowledge, no study has analysed developer discussions as a means
to understand human values consideration in software development.

7.3. Text analysis for non-functional requirements

In Section 5.4, we discussed that some values that we discovered
in issue discussions are similar to non-functional requirements (NFRs).
Regarding this, a number of studies were conducted to analyse and
identify NFRs from software development artefacts. For example, Jha
and Mahmoud [58] analysed user reviews of iOS applications and
found 40% of the reviews have at least one type of NFRs. Another
study was conducted by Zou et al. [78] discovered in Stack Overflow
discussions that usability and reliability are the most unresolved and
thus mostly discussed NFRs. These previous studies focused on app
reviews and Stack Overflow discussions, leaving other artefacts, such
as issue discussions, open for further investigations.

Some studies also developed automated techniques to identify NFRs
from software development artefacts. For example, Tóth and Vidács
[79] conducted experiments of automated NFRs classification using
the PROMISE dataset. They discovered that Multinomial Naive Bayes
gave the best performance among other classification methods im-
plemented in the Scikit-Learn library. Abad et al. [80] discovered
that implementing preprocessing techniques, such as POS, entity, and
temporal tagging, could improve NFRs classifications’ performance.
They also proposed that the Binarised Naive Bayes method gave the
best classification performance for the PROMISE dataset. Other studies
developed automated techniques to classify NFRs on app reviews.
For example, Lu et al. [81] proposed a feature extraction technique
called augmented user reviews-bag of words (AUR-BoW) to improve
NFRs classifications’ performance. Another study by Jha et al. [58]
proposed a dictionary-based classification technique to classify NFRs
on app reviews. Although these automated techniques were developed
for NFRs classification, these techniques can potentially be utilised to
develop automated tools to detect human values.

8. Conclusions and future work

This paper performed a case study on 1,097 issue discussions col-
lected from three Android projects to understand human values in
software development artefacts. Our findings show that value themes
could be found in issue discussions (33% of the inspected issues). We
discovered 20 value themes comprising themes that directly corre-
sponded to Schwartz’s values (human value themes) and themes that
could not be easily mapped to Schwartz’s values (system value themes).
The human value themes that we found could be mapped to seven
out of 19 Schwartz’s values. Additionally, we also propose a mapping
between system value themes with Schwartz’s refined values in the con-
texts of three applications. Finally, we proposed descriptions for each
value theme to inform and empower software practitioners towards

integrating human values during software development.
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This study can also be considered as an initial study to identify
factors that influence values in a software project. We found that the
emphasis on certain values in a software project plays a role in the
values’ presence. Functionalities of the application may also contribute
to the presence of some themes. For example, the sense of belonging
theme was only found in an instant messaging application. Our study
also contributes to a dataset [27] that has labelled values for 1,097
issues with 5,615 posts to develop automated value discovery tools.

The possibilities to find values in software development artefacts
open up several directions for future work. For example, it opens up
the possibilities to compare the level of attention to values on different
projects. It also enables an opportunity for automation that allows
larger-scale studies. Another direction can also investigate the presence
of human values as part of the quality assurance of software.
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